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Curiosity Guide #710 
Magical Science 
Accompanies Curious Crew, Season 7, Episode 10 (#710) 

 

Colorful Hexagon 
Investigation #3 

 

Description 

Keep the color coming! 

 

Materials 

• Paper template from  

https://richardwiseman.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/template.pdf 

• Scissors 

• Crayons or colored pencils 

• Piece of tape 

 

Procedure 

1) Print the template from online. 

2) Cut out the line of triangles as a single unit. 

3) Crease and fold back and forth along each dark line. 

4) Fold the outer three triangles along the creased line in one direction 

and the opposite end of three triangles so that the shapes come 

together in the shape of a hexagon. 

5) Overlap the end flaps and place a piece of tape on the outer edge of 

the overlapping parts to keep the hexagon shape. 

6) Select a color of crayon or pencil and color the visible surface of 

the hexagon. 

7) Squeeze the outside edge of the hexagon and pull up from the 

center to make the hexagon look as though it is turning inside out. 

8) Color this new surface a different color. 

 

https://richardwiseman.files.wordpress.com/2016/02/template.pdf
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9) Repeat and turn the hexagon inside out once again, and color the 

final surface a third color. 

10) Amaze your friend by showing more than 2 sides to the piece of 

paper, that each is a different color, and that the hexagon can 

seemingly turn inside out forever. 

 

Results 
 

Explanation 

The trick here is that the fold of the paper allows us to look at 

different combinations of the two sides of the nine triangles, making it 

appear as though there are more than two sides.  Because the surface 

is attached on the outer edge, the hexagon shape can refold from the 

inside out. 

   

Parents and Educators: use #CuriousCrew 

#CuriosityGuide to share what your 

Curious Crew learned! 
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